Annex 2b

Introduction
I would now like to ask some questions about how the labour market situation looks for persons that have migrated to Sweden or that have parents who migrated to Sweden.
This survey is conducted in all EU countries this year.

E1a Are you a Swedish citizen?
1 YES
2 NO
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E1b

E1b Were you born in Sweden?
1 YES
2 NO
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Finish is E1a = 1 and E1b = 1 and unemployed
Question E11 if E1a = 1 and E1b = 1 and employed
Question E2 if E1a=1 and E1b = 2, 8, 9
Question E3 if E1a=2 and E1b = 2, 8, 9
Question E3 if E1a=8, 9 and E1b = 2, 8, 9
Question E5 if E1a = 2, 8, 9 and E1b = 1

E2 What year did you become a Swedish citizen?
1 YEAR 4 NUMBERS
8888 DO NOT KNOW
9999 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E3

E3 How many years have you lived in Sweden in total?

TO IVE: Note the total duration of stay in Sweden. Persons staying with a total of one year's duration in Sweden have their number of years coded as 1. For persons with a total between one and two year's time, the number of years are coded by 2

NUMBER OF YEARS APPROXIMATELY 2 NUMBERS
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Skip E4
E4 What was the main reason for your immigrating to Sweden?

TO IVE: This refers to the latest immigration if one has immigrated more than once

1 Work, transfer within the same company
2 Work, my job was arranged before I arrived in Sweden
3 Work, but I had not arranged my job prior to immigration
4 Studies
5 Sought international protection.
6 Family immigrated also/reunion
7 Start family
8 Other
88 DO NOT KNOW
99 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E9a is whether a Swedish citizen who was born abroad is employed or looking for work

Question E12a if a Swedish citizen, not born in Sweden and not employed/searching

Question E5

E5 Do you have a residency permit ((/visa / permit)) for living in Sweden?

1 YES
2 NO
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E6 if answer = 1
Question E7 if answer = 2, 8, 9 and employed/searching
Question e9a if answer = 2, 8, 9 and unemployed/searching

E6 For how long is your residency permit ((/visa/permit)) valid)))?
0 Less than 1 year
1-5 STATE number of years: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Year
6 Time limited – but are valid for more than 5 years
7 Yes, but I do not know for how long a time it is valid.
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E7 if employed/searching
Question E9a if unemployed/searching
E7  Do you have a Swedish work permit?
1   YES
7   No
8   DO NOT KNOW
9   PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E8a if answer = 1
Question E9a if answer = 2, 8, 9

E8a  Is your work permit limited to employment with a particular employer, a special sector or a special occupation?

Multiple choice questions
1   Yes, special employer
2   Yes, Central government sector
3   Yes, Municipal sector
4   Yes, Private sector
5   Yes, special occupation
6   NO
8   DO NOT KNOW
9   PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E8b if E8a 4,5,6,8,9 are included in the answer
Question E8c if E8a only 1,2,3 are included in the answer

E8b  Is your work permit limited to running your own company?
1   YES
2   NO
8   DO NOT KNOW
9   PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E8c

E8c  Is your work permit limited by other legal restrictions?
1   YES
2   NO
8   DO NOT KNOW
9   PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E9a
E9a Have you applied for validation of your highest educational or professional qualifications in Sweden?
TO IVE: Other reasons at alternative 3 can be regarded as being too complicated, the procedure is too expensive or time consuming
1 Yes
2 No, I received my highest education/occupation in Sweden
3 No, for other reasons
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E9b if answer = 1
Question E10 if answer = 2, 3, 8, 9

E9b You have said that you have applied for validation of your education or your professional qualifications.

Has it been determined what the education or qualification is equivalent to?
1 YES
2 NO
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E10

E10 Do you need to improve your Swedish language skills in order to get a suitable job?
1 YES
2 No, I already have a suitable job
3 NO
8 DO NOT KNOW
9 PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E11 if employed/searching
Question E12a if unemployed/searching
E11  In what way did you mainly get support in Sweden to get the job you now have?
TO IVE: State only one alternative if many are relevant only one main answer shall be chosen
1  Relatives/friends
2  Public sector employment office
3  Private sector employment office
4  Immigrant associations (for immigrants in general or for a certain ethnic type)
   Immigrant or ethnic organisation
5  Other
6  None
8  DO NOT KNOW
9  PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Finish if born in Sweden (E1b = 1)
Question E12a

E12a
Did you have any contact with an employment recruiter (private or public) during the two years directly following your latest immigration?

TO IVE: If the duration of stay is less than two years then the question refers to the entire relevant period

1  YES
2  NO
8  DO NOT KNOW
9  PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E12b

E12b
Have you participated in any labour market policy programmes or labour market training during the two years directly following your latest immigration?

TO IVE: If the duration of stay is less than two years then the question refers to the entire relevant period

1  YES
2  NO
8  DO NOT KNOW
9  PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E12c if answer = 2
Question E12d if answer = 1, 8, 9
E12c
What was the reason you did not participate in any labour market policy programmes or labour market training?

1  Not entitled to such
2  Other reason
8  DO NOT KNOW
9  PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E12d

E12d
Did you study Swedish For Immigrants (SFI) during the first two years directly following your latest immigration?

TO IVE: If the duration of stay is less than two years then the question refers to the entire relevant period

1  YES
2  NO
8  DO NOT KNOW
9  PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Question E12e if question = 2
Finish if answered with = 1, 8, 9

E12e  What was the reason you did not study SFI?

1  Not entitled to such
2  Other reason
8  DO NOT KNOW
9  PARTIAL NONRESPONSE

Finish if answered with = 1, 2, 8, 9